A to Z Services to Members
ACADEME LINKAGES - SEIPI networks with the academic community and advocates the
continuous curriculum advancement of engineering courses.
ADVOCACY - SEIPI provides strong and programmed efforts ensuring that industry issues are
being elevated to the highest level of government.
ALLIED AND SUPPORT INDUSTRY - SEIPI initiates programs for the development of the allied
and support industry, particularly components manufacturing, tool and die, packaging,
chemicals, machinery and equipment, among others.
ARBITRATION - SEIPI polices and promotes friendly competition within the industry. It likewise
sets gentleman’s agreements on various modes of doing business such as the recruitment of
personnel, etc.
BOARD MEETINGS - The SEIPI Board of Trustees meet every quarter to discuss relevant issues
and to give strategic direction to the Office of the President.
BUSINESS CENTER - The SEIPI Headquarters serves as a complete business center catering to
members’ various needs. It houses a 100-seat capacity training room for seminars and
meetings, and a well equipped Board Room.
BUSINESS OUTLOOK - SEIPI provides updates on the industry’s performance and global
business forecasts to members, government, and media. This is released quarterly and
annually.
CEO FORUM - SEIPI conducts an annual business and technology forum of CEOs, Presidents,
General Managers and other Senior Executives of the semiconductor and electronics
companies, together with the Philippine President.
CERTIFICATION AND ENDORSEMENT DOCUMENTS - SEIPI prepares certification / endorsement
papers for its members regarding their business activities and transactions with the
government (e.g. pioneer status, etc.)
COMPENSATION SURVEY - SEIPI conducts an annual total remuneration survey aimed at
providing participating member-companies with opportunities to share and exchange
compensation and benefits data. The information database enables companies to benchmark
and fine-tune their HR practices and positions.
CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS - SEIPI offers members and other industry players the
opportunity to receive regular updates, and discuss major issues and concerns.

CONSULTANCY - SEIPI provides consultancy services to interested local and foreign parties who
wish to venture into business opportunities in the Philippine semiconductor and electronics
industry.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - SEIPI contributes to the cause of numerous social and
developmental projects in the Philippines by providing manpower and financial assistance to
institutions such as Children’s Hour, Habitat for Humanity, Gawad Kalinga and other socio-civic
institutions.
COUNTRY PROMOTION AND IMAGE MARKETING - SEIPI, together with the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI), actively promotes the Philippines as the global choice for doing
electronics business through an industry-wide campaign.
DIRECTORY - SEIPI annually publishes the membership directory online, which contains
pertinent data about its members. It increases members’ visibility among government and
business makers for necessary partnerships and dialogues.
E-NEWSLETTER - SEIPI publishes the e-Newsletter regularly, which contains news about events,
activities, membership, as well as industry data and position papers.
ENVIRONMENT - SEIPI, through the Association of Electronics and Semiconductor Companies
for Safety and Health, Environment and Plant Engineering (AESSEP), provides a venue for
sharing of best-known practices on environmental health and safety, plant engineering and
facilities maintenance, space utilization, and operation reliability. It liaises with the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) and other concerned government and nongovernmental organizations involved in environmental issues. Members are encouraged to
practice environmentally friendly standards e.g. ISO 14001, OSHAS 18001.
EXHIBITION - SEIPI organizes exhibitions for the electronics industry to showcase the industry’s
high-tech capabilities and sourcing requirements.
FINANCE - SEIPI, through the Association of SEIPI Finance Executives (ASEFEX), serves as a
venue to advocate the development, implementation and advancement of the industry on
relevant financial issues such as taxation, finance and accounting.
FOREIGN ELECTRONICS ORGANIZATIONS LINKAGE - SEIPI has linkages with foreign electronics
organizations in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong
Kong, Vietnam, Israel, France, Germany, Australia, and USA to discuss relevant global issues and
concerns, exchange information on services and data, and strengthen foreign relations.
FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS LINKAGE - SEIPI partners with foreign institutions such as JETRO, JICA,
and NRI (Japan), CBI (Netherlands), CIDA (Canada), Inwent and GPCCI (Germany), KOTRA
(Korea), STDB and AEIS (Singapore) USAID (USA) and others, to pursue developmental projects
and programs for the benefit of the industry.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP - The SEIPI General Membership is a cluster of regular, associate, and
affiliate member companies that work towards the growth and development of the Philippine
semiconductor and electronics industry.
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS - The quarterly general membership meetings gather
together the top officers and executives of the largest semiconductor and electronics
companies in the Philippines, providing members with a wealth of opportunities to exchange
information and initiate business relationships.
GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS - SEIPI provides a venue for enhancing the competitiveness of
members by providing opportunities to share and learn the latest global best practices and
best-known methods in high-technology manufacturing.
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS - SEIPI actively works and coordinates with various government
agencies through regular meetings in order to address the different industry issues and
concerns.
GREEN LANE - SEIPI coordinates with the Bureau of Customs to facilitate incoming and outgoing
shipments by obtaining priority clearances for SEIPI members.
HUMAN RESOURCES - SEIPI, through the Association of SEIPI Personnel Administrators (ASPA),
is tasked to manage and policing ethical hiring practices within the industry as well as serving as
a networking venue for best-known labor relation practices and information source for the
industry on other labor related matters.
INCENTIVES - SEIPI plays an active role in harmonizing and standardizing the incentives
provided by the government to semiconductor and electronics investors in the Philippines.
INDUSTRY BRIEFINGS - SEIPI conducts briefings on the overview, profile and performance of
the industry for businessmen, educators, students, researchers, press, foreign institutions and
management of member-companies.
INCOMING MISSIONS - SEIPI hosts incoming trade missions of foreign businessmen and
government officials who wish to know more about the Philippine semiconductor and
electronics industry.
INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION - SEIPI represents the concerns of its members and sits in the
Board of various business organizations like DTI Export Development Council (EXCOM),
Department of Science and Technology (DOST) Philippine Council for Industry, Energy and
Emerging Technology Research and Development (PCIEERD) Steering Committee, Philippine
Science High School System, Advanced Research and Competency Development Institute of the
Philippines (ARCDI), among others.

INFORMATION - SEIPI serves as a databank for reports, presentations, studies and/or surveys
developed, conducted or commissioned on the Philippine semiconductor and electronics
industry.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - SEIPI, through the Association of SEIPI Information Technology
Executives and Professionals (ASITEP), is at the forefront networking committee addressing
serious information technology and e-commerce issues and concerns in the industry.
INFRASTRUCTURE - SEIPI advocates for continued infrastructure development, and for the
improvement of the overall business and investment climate of the country.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS - SEIPI coordinates and represents the members with the
Intellectual Property Office on patents, trademarks, technology transfers and other IPO related
issues.
INVESTMENTS - SEIPI provides assistance to local and foreign businessmen interested in
venturing into the semiconductor and electronics industry in the Philippines. It counsels
members and incoming businessmen on their questions relating to doing business in the
Philippines.
JOINT EFFORTS - SEIPI collaborates with Joint Foreign Chambers-Philippine Business Groups
(JFC-PBG) on industry concerns.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER - SEIPI invites keynote speakers in different meetings or events for industry
topics.
LABOR RELATIONS - SEIPI coordinates with the Department of Labor and Employment for the
upliftment of human relations and other labor issues, as well as compliance with the labor laws
and regulations affecting the industry.
LEARNING SESSIONS - SEIPI provides learning programs for the CEOs and key executives of
member-companies. Through its Networking Committees, managers and employees have
access to various training programs aimed at improving their skills and competencies.
LOGISTICS - SEIPI, through the Association of SEIPI Logistics Managers, facilitates the movement
of goods, with main lobbying efforts towards simplifying export and import rules and
procedures with the Bureau of Customs (BOC) and Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA).
LOCAL INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS LINKAGE - SEIPI also maintains a strong alliance with local
business organizations like AMCHAM, PCCI, ECCP, MBC, ECOP, MBC, PMAP, IBPAP, and other
industry chambers and organizations.
MANUFACTURING - SEIPI, through the Association of Semiconductor and Electronics
Manufacturing Engineers of the Philippines (ASEMEP), provides support to member-companies

in benchmarking manufacturing services, technical trainings, and strategic planning. ASEMEP
hosts the annual National Technical Symposium aimed at showcasing the technical expertise of
SEIPI semiconductors and electronics engineers.
MEDIA CAMPAIGN - SEIPI takes the lead in media campaigns aimed at promoting the
semiconductor and electronics industry, technology enhancement, and the Filipino electronics
workers.
MISSION - SEIPI enhance and promote the Philippines’ competitive advantages and growth
opportunities in electronics manufacturing and technology business through Training, Research
and Development (R&D)/Roadmap, Advocacy, Information, Networking and Services
(T.R.A.I.N.S.).
NETWORKING - SEIPI offers excellent networking opportunities to its members. The
organization has an extensive network of semiconductor and electronics technology leaders
and professionals.
NETWORKING COMMITTEES - SEIPI Networking Committees (NWCs) act as convergence
centers for managers from the different functional areas, which aim to develop programs
addressing the various needs of its members, as well as provide a regular venue for the sharing
of the best global practices among the members.
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT - The Office of the President (OP) manages and spearheads the
implementation of the organization’s various plans and programs for the benefit of its
members. The OP is composed of a dedicated team of professionals handling various programs
and services, and the network of officers and members of the different NWCs.
PHILIPPINE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY WEEK - SEIPI initiated the declaration of “Philippine
Electronics Industry Week” held on the last week of October every year, which aims to heighten
public awareness and underscore the significance of the industry.
POSITION PAPERS - SEIPI prepares industry position papers and releases recommendations on
pressing issues and concerns affecting the industry.
PRESS CONFERENCES - SEIPI organizes press conferences to further discuss/clarify some
industry issues and concerns.
PRODUCT SHOWROOM - The SEIPI Headquarters houses a showcase of members’
semiconductor and electronics manufacturing capabilities to local and foreign visitors and
guests.
PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP - SEIPI represents its members in arguments and deliberations in
the roundtable discussions and Committee hearings of any new and existing legislation in

Congress. SEIPI extends the invitation and alerts its members about key policy issues and
events, and focuses its efforts on influencing policy makers and opinion leaders.
PUBLIC RELATIONS - SEIPI cooperates with the members of the press and prepares articles on
the latest developments in the industry, as well as the industry position on various issues.
PURCHASING - SEIPI, through the Association of SEIPI Purchasing Managers (ASPM), serves as a
venue for sharing information on best procurement practices, localization of raw materials,
supplier co-development and other related purchasing-related matters.
POWER - SEIPI, through the Technical Working Group on POWER works with government,
distribution utility (DU), retail electricity supplier (RES) to spearhead all advocacies on
improving the cost, supply and quality of power.
QUICK RESPONSE - SEIPI response to its members needs thru SEIPI Hotlines.
RECOGNITION - SEIPI acknowledges individuals or institutions that have supported and
contributed in the development of the semiconductor and electronics industry in the
Philippines through an annual ceremony called Partner of the Industry Awards (PIA) which is
given every third or fourth week of January.
REGULATORY LAWS AND REGULATIONS - SEIPI updates member-companies on the latest
regulatory laws and regulations affecting their business.
ROADMAP - SEIPI formulates the framework that maps out specific strategies for the
development of the industry.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS - SEIPI arranges for foreign scholarship grants and scholarships
for engineering students and SEIPI employees.
SECURITY - SEIPI, through the Asset Protection Professionals of SEIPI (APPS), continuously
works on the best security professional practices, which shares a common goal amongst SEIPI
members. It also coordinates with the Philippine National Police and other concerned
institutions.
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND SUPPLIERS - SEIPI gives representation to member-companies who
give support to the manufacturing members. These are companies engaged in the supply of
raw materials, equipment, logistics, gas, industrial estates, and services such as financial,
insurance, I.T., software, environmental management, construction, and certification bodies.
SOCIALS - SEIPI organizes various social gatherings such as luncheons, golf fellowships, etc. to
foster camaraderie among member companies and their colleagues in business and the
government.

SPORTS FELLOWSHIPS - SEIPI organizes sports activities such as golf, badminton and bowling,
and other recreational activities to foster camaraderie and provide members with opportunities
to establish strong business contacts.
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT GROUP - The policy creation, direction setting and decision-making
duties rest on the 19-member Board of Trustees.
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT - SEIPI leads in managing the integration of suppliers,
customers, transportation, and information providers aimed at improving productivity and
efficiency.
SURVEYS - SEIPI undertakes various surveys to gather pertinent information about the industry.
TAXES - SEIPI updates members on the latest tax laws and regulations that affect their business.
TECHNICAL EDUCATION - SEIPI partners with the Technical Education and Skills Development
Authority (TESDA) and other technical institutions to provide quality technical education and
skills development to the industry’s technicians and operators.
TECHNICAL PAPERS - SEIPI holds an annual submission of technical papers providing SEIPI
engineers an opportunity for recognition and a venue to share their technical competencies in
the field of semiconductor and electronics technology.
TECHNICAL COMPETENCY ENHANCEMENT - SEIPI conducts a series of course programs in
various disciplines which seeks to enhance the technical competencies of identified job
functions namely, product and test, equipment, process, and quality/reliability/failure analysis
engineering.
TRADE AND INVESTMENTS MISSION - SEIPI participates and represents the industry and its
members in trade and investments missions, including Presidential state and official visits
abroad.
TRADE FAIRS - SEIPI participates and organizes member-participation in international trade
fairs and other events and/or activities incorporated which are being organized by SEIPI’s
counterpart organizations.
TRADE POLICY - SEIPI coordinates international trade policy issues with concerned government
bodies that would affect Philippine electronics business (e.g. WTO, GSP, and other bilateral and
multi-lateral agreements of the Philippines.)
UBIQUITY - SEIPI strives to be present in fora to represent members’ interest.
UNITY - SEIPI provides a vehicle for unifying industry members and stakeholders.

VISAS - SEIPI assists members to facilitate the issuance of working permits for its expatriate
members and visas for its Filipino employees going on official business trips abroad.
VISION - SEIPI adheres to the industry’s vision of making the Philippines a globally competitive
business environment for semiconductor and electronics technology.
WAFER FABRICATION - SEIPI endorses lab-scale wafer fab to support IC design.
WASTE MANAGEMENT - SEIPI supports the cause of cost-efficient waste reduction and
promotes environmental management as a sustainable and necessary part of doing electronics
business.
XENOCENTRIC - SEIPI adapts to cultures of MNC members and guests.
YARDSTICK - SEIPI provides a standard for industry policies and best practices.
ZONES - SEIPI works with 28 economic PEZA zones to address the concerns of its
members/locators.

